
give (someone) a hand

give (someone) a big hand

Lesson 1

A. l. b 2. b 3. a 4. b 5. c 6. a 7. c 8. b 9. c 10. b

B. turns off / right away / gets up / sooner or later / turns on / takes off / puts on

Lesson 2

A- 1 * c 2 - c 3 * a 4 - b 5 - c 6. a 7. b 8. b 9. b 10. a

B. dress up / looking for / tired out / never mind / looking at / found out / spent... time
/all along

Lesson 3

A. 1. a 2. c 3. b 4. b 5. b 6. a 7. c 8. b 9. c 10. a

B. by yourself / take out / all... long / on purpose / talk over / get along with / sit down

Lesson 4

A. 1. c 2. a 3. c 4. a 3. b 6. c 7. a 8. b 9. b 10. a

B. wait on / at all / so far / at least / take a walk / think ... over

Lesson 5

A. 1. b 2. a 3. c 4. b 5. a 6. b 7. a 8. b 9. c 10. b

B. get back / in a hurry / make up my mind / gotten over / for the time being / put off

Lesson 6

A * a 2 - t> 3. c 4. c 5. b 6. a 7. a 8. c 9. b 10. c

B. go on / have ... time off / all of a sudden / hang out / make friends / hang up

Lesson 7

A. 1. c 2. b 3. a 4. a 5. c 6. c 7 . c 8. b 9. b 10. a



B. had better / would rather / figure out / point out / think ... of / in time to

Lesson 8

A. 1. b 2. a 3. c 4- b 5. a 6. c 7- b 8. c 9. a 10. b

B. worn out / over and over again / go out / throw ... away / out of the question / have to
do with / fallen in love

Lesson 9

A. 1. a 2. c 3. c 4. b 3. a 6. a 7. b 8. c 9. b 10. b

B. wake up / am used to / in no time / be in charge of / have a good time

Lesson 10

A. 1. b 2. c 3. b 4. b 5. a 6. b 7. c 8. a 9. b 10. a

B. get rid of / go with / make good time / first-rate / make a ... impression / by heart /
make sure

Lesson 11

A. 1. a 2. c 3. b 4. a 5. b 6. a 7. c 8. b 9. a 10. c

B. keep out / get through / do ... over / from now on / keep away from / up to / find fault
with / ill at ease / get carried away

Lesson 12

A. 1. b 2. a 3. c 4. a 5. c 6. c 7. a 8. a 9. b 10. a

B. broke out / burned down / for one thing / out of date / burned up or ticked off / as for /
feel sorry for / stands to reason / up-to-date

Lesson 13

A. 1. a 2. a 3. b 4. c 5. c 6. c 7. a 8. a 9. b 10. c

B. turns out / have on / broke down / once in a blue moon / calls for / take for granted /
comes to / take into account

Collocations

going / like / of the question / of control / free / funny / it / of date



Review: Lessons 1-13

C. 1. to look at 2. to look into 3. to look up 4. looked over 5. look

for 6. Look out

D. 1. to take place 2. take hold of 3. take your time 4. took out 5. to take part in 6. to take
into account 7. take turns 8. takeoff 9. to take a trip

E. 1. get rid of 2. got used to 3. to get over 4. to get on; get off

5. get out of; get in 6. to get along with 7. gets up; gets to; gets back

Lesson 14

6. c 7. a 8. b 9. b 10. a

6. c 7. a 8. c 9. b 10. c

6. b 7. c 8. c 9. b 10. a

6. c 7. a 8. b 9. b 10. a

6. b 7. c 8. b 9. a 10. c

6. a 7. a 8. b 9. b 10. c

Lesson 20

A. 1. c 2. a 3. b 4. b 5. a 6. b 7. c 8. b 9. a 10. b

Lesson 21

A. 1. b 2. a 3. b 4. c 5. c 6. a 7. b 8. b 9. a 10. c

Lesson 22

A. 1. a 2. c 3. b 4. a 5. b 6. c 7. b 8. a 9. b 10. a

Lesson 23

A. 1. c 2. b 3. b 4. c 5. b 6. a 7. a 8. c 9. b 10. c

Lesson 24

A. 1. c 2. c 3. b 4. a 5. a 6. b 7. b 8. c 9. b 10. c



Lesson 25

A. 1. c 2. c 3. a 4. a 3. b 6. b 7. c 8. a 9. c 10. a

Lesson 26

A. 1. b 2. c 3. a 4. a 5. b 6. c 7. a 8. b 9. b 10. c

Lesson 27

A. 1. c 2. a 3. b 4. b 5. c 6. b 7. b 8. a 9. a 10. c

Collocations

place / sides / the law / your pick / a habit / the story / care

Review: Lessons 14-27

A. 1. i 2. c 3. k 4. e 5. g 6. I 7. b 8. d 9. j 10. a 11. f 12. h

B. 1. T 2. F 3. T 4. T 5. T 6. T 7. F 8. F 9. T 10. T 11. T

12. T

C. 1. close call 2. called it a day 3. calls for 4. calls

D. 1. make a difference 2. to make fun of 3. made good time 4. make sense 5. to make do
6. make sure 7. make out 8. make ... clear 9. to make the best of

E. 1. put away 2. put up with 3. put on 4. put out 5. put off 6. to put down 7. to put together

Collocations

quiet / in mind / it with / his name / to the subject / his throat / the change

Review: Lessons 28-39

C. 1. gave birth to 2. to give me a break 3. give and take 4. give me a

hand 5. gave him/her a big hand 6. gave out 7. is giving off

8. gave up or gave in 9. give in

D. 1. to keep his head 2. to keep up with 3. to keep track of 4. to keep after 5. keep your
word 6. keep in touch with 7. to keep away

8. to keep in mind 9. keep our fingers crossed



E. 1. went off 2. went over 3. touch and go 4. to go around 5. went

through 6. go wrong 7. goes of the deep end 8. goes without saying

9. goes with

The number refers to the page on which the idiom or collocation is first introduced. An
(R) indicates an idiom that appears in a lesson as a related form.

a lost cause 100 a steal 185 above all 100 according to 103 ahead of time 30 all along 9 all
at once (R) 30 all (day, week, month, year) long 14 all in all 108 all of a sudden 30 all right
9

as a matter of fact 84

as for 63

as of yet (R) 19

as soon as 43

as to (R) 63

as usual 8

ask for 216

at all 18

at first 5

at heart 105



at last 8

at least 18

at once(R) 4

attend to (R) 51

back and forth 45 back out 170 back up 170 be a far cry from 216 be about to 38 be better
off 119 be bound to 103 be cut out for 172

be had 222

be in 220

be in charge of 43

be in on (R) 18

be in over one’s head 216

be in (someone’s) shoes 221

be in the/one’s way 109

be into 131

be looking up 191

be out 220

be over 33

be the matter 113

be through (R) 33

be up 33

be up for grabs 211 be up to 55

be up to (something) 175

be up to one’s ears (R) 216

be used to 44



be well-off 119

be well-to-do (R) 119

be with (someone) 195

be with it 196

be worse off (R) 119

bear in mind (R) 94

beat around the bush 175

beats me (R) 201

become of 98

behind one’s back 220

believe in 137

bite off 108

blow out 98

blow up 61

bow out 197

break a habit 156

break a story 157

break down 67

break in 99

break loose 181

break off 166

break one’s word (R) 215

break out 63

break the law 157



break the news 113

break through to (R) 215

break up (with) 40

bring about 146

bring back 165

bring out 165

bring up 113

bring upon oneself (R) 216

broad-minded (R) 181

brush up on 38

bug (R) 130

build up 146

bump into (R) 135

burn down 62

burn out 62

burn up 62

burst out 140

buy out 171

buy up 171

by all means 216

by far 114

by heart 51

by oneself 14

by the way 201



call (R) 124

call for 69

call it a day/night 34

call off 24 carry on 210 carryout 135 catch a cold 23 catch fire 62 catch on 171 catchup 110
change one’s mind 24 check in 205 check into (R) 56 check on (R) 142 check out 205
check over (R) 29 check up on 142 checkup [noun] (R) 142 cheer up 137 clean out 132
clear a space 225 clear cut 68 clear (one’s) throat 225 clear (someone’s) name 225 clear
(something) with (someone) 225 clear up 172 close call 130 close shave (R) 130 come
about 146 come across 124 come from 50 come off (R) 124 come out (R) 67 come to 69
come to an end 176 come true 84 come up to (R) 118 come up with 5 cop out 206
copout[noun](R) 206 count on 28 cover for 196 cover ground 2 1 1 cover up 191 coverup
[noun](R) 191 crack down on 44

cross one’s mind 125 cross out 67 cut and dried 83 cut back on (R) 44 cut corners 148 cut
down on 44 cut in (R) 99 cut off 94 cut out 95 cut short 182

day after day (R) 110

day in and day out 110

depend on (R) 28

die down 146

die out 147

dish out 215

do away with (R) 176

do over 56

do without 103

drag one’s heels/feet 187

draw the line at 221

draw up 136

dream up (R) 207

dress up 8



drive up to (R) 1 18

drop by (R) 124

drop in on (R) 124

drop off 192

drop out of 136

drop (someone) a line 124

dropout[noun](R) 136

dry out 175

dry run 221

dry up 175

eat in 83

eat out 83

every other (one) 49

face-to-face 195

fade away 146 fall behind 151 fall for 196 fall in love 39 fall off (R) 192 fall through 151
feel free 73 feel funny 73 feel like 83

feel like (something) 73

feel out of it (R) 196

feel sorry for 63

fifty-fifty 99

figure out 34

fill in 88

fill out 88

find fault with 55



find out 8

first-rate 50

fix up 222

fool around 176

for certain (R) 103

for good 24

for now (R) 24

for once 94

for one thing 63

for sure 103

for the most part (R) 167 for the time being 24 from now on 57 from time to time (R) 49

get a rise out of 200 get along (with) 14 get away 140 get away with 140 get back 23

get back on one’s feet (R) 215

get behind (R) 151

get better, etc. 34

get carried away 57

get cold feet 195

get even with 176

get going 73 get in 13

get in the/one’s way (R) 109

get into (R) 131

get it 73

get lost 114

get off 3



get off one’s chest 202 get on 3

get on one’s nerves 130 get one’s way (R) 84 get out from under 216 get out of 3 get out of
line 221 get over 23 get rid of 49 get sick, tired, etc. 34 get the better of 181 get through 56
get through to 215 get to 28 get up 5, 13 get used to 45 get with it (R) 196 give (someone)
a big hand 217

give (someone) a break 197

give (someone) a call 124

give (someone) a hand 217

give and take 136

give birth to 130

give in 151

give off 152

give out 152

give up 67

go along with (R) 195 go around 109 go for 131 go off 94

go off the deep end 186 go on 29 go out 39

go out (with) (R) 15,39 go over 104

go over (R) 29 go overboard (R) 57 go through 180 go through channels 192 go through
with (R) 135 go together 50 go up 118 go up to 118 go with 50 go without (R) 103 go
without saying 180 go wrong 142 goof around (R) 176 goof off (R) 176 goof up 186 grow
out of 94

had better 34 hand in 118 hand out (R) 108 handout[noun](R) 108 hang around 200 hang
on (R) 120 hang out 28 hang up 28 have a good time 43 have a say in 202 have a seat (R)
14 have a voice in (R) 202 have got 98 have got to 98 have in mind 93 have it in for 152
have it out with 152 have on 68

have one’s heart set on 170 have one’s way 84 have (time) off 29 have to (R) 98 have to
do with 205 have under one’s belt 212 head out (R) 136 hear from 84

hear of 84



hold a grudge against (R) 152

hold off 152

hold on 120

hold out 153

holdover 153

hold still 113

holdup 114

ill at ease 56 in a hurry 25 in a rush (R) 25 in case 118 in fact (R) 84 in no time 43 in the
least (R) 18 in the long run 90 in time to 33 in touch 90 in vain 110 inside out 88 it
figures 1 96

keep after 222

keep an eye on (R) 83

keep away (from) 55

keep in mind 94

keep on (R) 29

keep one’s fingers crossed 212

keep one’s head 180

keep one’s word 215

keep out 55

keep quiet 225

keep (something) in mind 225

keep the change 226

keep to the subject 226

keep track of 57

keep up 141



keep up with 99, 141

kick (something) around 190

kick the habit 191

kiss up to (R) 186

knock it off (R) 95 knock oneself out 135 knock out 135 knockout [noun](R) 135

land on one’s feet 215

last straw 192

lay off 165

lay out (R) 136

learn the ropes 212

leave an impression (R) 51

leave open 206

leave (someone or

something) alone 166 lend someone a hand (R) 217 let alone 166 let alone (R) 166 let go
(R) 165 let on 141 let slide 201 let up 165 lie down 13 line up 206 little by little 9 live it up
202 live up to 147 liven up 202 look after 83 look at 8

look down on 126 look for 8 look forward to 85 look into 56 look like (R) 89 look on 125
look out 23 look out on 177 look over 29 look up 1 8 look up to 126 lookout [noun] 177
lose one’s cool 206 lose one’s head 181

lose one’s touch 186

make a difference (to) 14

make an impression 5 1

make certain (R) 49

make clear 68

make do 130

make friends 28



make fun of 84

make good time 50

make out 147

make sense 137

make (someone) tick 196

make sure 49

make the best of 94

make up 190

make up one’s mind 24

make up with 190

make waves 210

matter to (R) 14

meet (someone) halfway 142

mess up (R) 186

miss the boat 207

mix up 50

more or less 186

much less (R) 166

name after 120 narrow-minded 181 never mind 9 no matter 89 no way (R) 210 no wonder
115 not on your life 210 not to mention (R) 166 now and then 49

of course (R) 216 on edge 182 on hand 105 on one’s toes 93 on purpose 14 on the ball 190

on the other hand 99 on the whole 167 on time 33 once and for all 83 once in a blue moon
67 once in a while (R) 49 open-minded (R) 181 out of control 74 out of date 61, 73 out of
order 28 out of the question 205 out of touch 90 over and over (again) 39

pass out 108



pay attention (to) 38

pick out 13

pick up 4

pick up (R) 202

pick up the tab 201

play by ear 221

play up to 186

point out 33

pull off 126

pull over (R) 126

pull together 191

put an end to 176

put away 20

put down 130

put off 24

put on 3, 109

put one’s foot in 211

put out 29

put (someone) on 180 put together 119 put up 109 put up with 109

quite a few 44

read over (R) 29

right away 4

rip off (R) 147

ripoff [noun] (R) 147



rub it in 200

rub the wrong way 200

rule out 114

run across (R) 124

run away 114

run into 135

run out (R) 152

run out of 104

run up to (R) 118

save one’s breath (R) 182

screw around (R) 176

screw up 186

search me 201

see about 51

see eye to eye 93

see off 115

see out 115

see to (R) 51

sell out 171

send off (R) 115

serve (someone) right 140

serve (the/one’s) purpose 206

set off (R) 136

set out 136



set out to 136

shake hands 23

show off 212

show up 132

show the ropes (R) 212

showoff [noun] (R) 212

shut off (R) 4

shut up 98

sit down 14

slip up (R) 186

slow down 175

so far 19

sober up (R) 175

sooner or later 4

spend time 9

stand a chance 125

stand for 125

stand out 141

stand up 13, 181

stand up for 148

stands to reason 63

stay away (from) (R) 55

stay in 131

stay out (R) 131



stay up 131

step by step (R) 9

step down 185

step in 185

step into (R) 185

step on it 185

step out (R) 39

step out of line (R) 221

stick around (R) 200

stick it out 197

stick out (R) 141

stick to 147

stick up 142

stir up 177

stop by 124

storm out (R) 140

straighten out (R) 172

stress out 120

switch off (R) 4

switch on (R) 4

take a look 156

take a seat(R) 14

take a trip 19

take a walk, hike, etc. 19



take advantage of 89

take after 89

take apart 119

take back (R) 165

take by surprise 120

take care 156

take care of (R) 83

takedown 151

take for 103

take for granted 68 take hold of 56 take in 177 take into account 68 take it easy (R) 165
take off 3, 126 take on 151

take one at one’s word 205

take one’s time 13

take one’s word for it (R) 205

take out 15

take over 131

take part in 18

take pity on (R) 63

take place 19, 156

take sides 156

take the bull by the horns 217

take time off (R) 29

take turns 38

take up 89



take up with 89

take your pick 156

takeoff [noun] (R) 126

talk back to 220

talk over 13

tear down 104

tear up 104

tell apart 108

tell from (R) 108

think of 35

think over 19

think up 207

throw away 39

throw out 172

throw (someone) a curve 210

throw the book at 211

throw up 172

tick off (R) 62

time after time (R) 39

time and again (R) 39

tire out 9

toss around (R) 190 touch and go 167 trade in 195

trade-in [noun] (R) 195

try on 19



try out 104

turn around 38

turn down 99

turn off 4

turn on 4

turn out 67

turn over 192

turn up (R) 132

turnout [noun] (R) 67

under control 187 up to date 61 up to now (R) 19 upside down 88 use up (R) 180 used to
44

wait on 18 wait up for 166 wake up 43 walk up to (R) 118 want out (R) 197 waste one’s
breath 182 watch one’s step 93 watch out 23

watch what one says/does 93

wear away (R) 166

wear down 166

wear off 166

wear out 39

wear out (R) 9

work out 170

workout [noun| 170

would just as soon (R) 34

would rather 34

year after year (R) 110 year in and year out (R) 1 10
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